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The biologically and nanotechnologically important heme protein cytochrome b$_{562}$ was reconstructed with zinc and copper porphyrins, leading to significant changes in the spectral, redox and electron transfer properties. The Cu form shifts the redox potential by +300 mV and exhibits high electron transfer, while the Zn form is redox inert.

Metalloproteins comprise one of the most abundant protein groups in nature; between a third to half of all natural proteins bind metal ions. This class of proteins is of particular importance as they are involved in a variety of key biological processes and, over the past decade, significant progress has been made for their integration in hybrid bio-electronic devices. The metal ion plays a key role defining the activity of a protein either indirectly through determining the conformation or directly through involvement in the mechanism of function. A variety of different metal ions are utilised in nature, among which the most important ones are Zn$^{2+}$, Fe$^{2+/3+}$ and Cu$^{+2/3+}$. Zn$^{2+}$ is an important structural point in the protein structure. The introduction of a thiol group into amino acid targeted for mutation is highlighted as spheres. (b) Chemical structure is coloured red, the heme group is shown in light blue and the amino acid targeted for mutation is highlighted as spheres.

Crucially, we have recently shown that cyt b$_{562}$ has proved particularly useful for the fundamental understanding of the electron transfer process in proteins and for the development of new bioelectronics devices. It can also be linked to other proteins so the functional centres are coupled.

Cyt b$_{562}$ has proved particularly useful for the fundamental understanding of the electron transfer process in proteins and for the development of new bioelectronics devices. It can also be linked to other proteins so the functional centres are coupled.

The ability of individual metalloprotein molecules to self-assemble and modulate the properties of the bound metal ion will ultimately lead to new fundamental functional and mechanical insights. Simple, robust redox active proteins are particularly attractive as single molecule devices as they exhibit transistor-like behaviour. Gating is achieved via electrochemical and biochemical events that alter the redox potential which in turn modulates electron transfer or current flow characteristics. One such protein that could be considered ideal for such applications is cytochrome b$_{562}$ (cyt b$_{562}$). Cyt b$_{562}$ is a small redox-active protein found in E. coli that has a four helical bundle structure that coordinates to the heme iron through the axial ligands Methionine 7 (Met7) and Histidine 102 (His102) (Fig. 1(ai)).

Cyt b$_{562}$ has proved particularly useful for the fundamental understanding of the electron transfer process in proteins and for the development of new bioelectronics devices. It can also be linked to other proteins so the functional centres are coupled.

Crucially, we have recently shown that cyt b$_{562}$ can be designed to bind non-biological surfaces such as gold in defined orientations through the introduction of a cysteine amino acid at specific points in the protein structure. The introduction of a thiol group
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**Figure 1** (a) Structure of holo-cyt b$_{562}$ (PDB, 256B). The cyt b$_{562}$ ribbon structure is coloured red, the heme group is shown in light blue and the amino acid targeted for mutation is highlighted as spheres. (b) Chemical structure of (blue) iron, (red) copper and (black) zinc protoporphyrin IX. (c) Normalized UV-Vis spectra of 20 μM D50C cyt b$_{562}$ reconstructed with (blue) 20 μM Heme, (red) 20 μM Cu-PP and (black) 20 μM Zn-PP in 10 mM phosphate buffer pH 6.2.
by exchanging an aspartate for cysteine at residue 50 (D50C) has proved particularly useful.\(^7\) Using engineered proteins in conjunction with single molecule STM studies has allowed us to demonstrate that cyt \(b_{562}\) is highly conductive with conductance being electrochemically gated.\(^8\) The ability to tune the redox potentials and add different conducting centres would thus expand the application of cyt \(b_{562}\) and improve our fundamental understanding of metal–protein interactions. There has been some success in varying the redox potential of cyt \(b_{562}\) through conventional protein mutagenesis by tuning the protein’s interactions with the heme group.\(^5,11\) However, this approach has generally resulted in lowering the redox potential and has been restricted to sampling the Fe\(^{2+}/Fe^{3+}\) centre.\(^5,11\) Also, as these engineered proteins do not bind directly to metallic electrodes, direct electron transfer cannot be realised or is relatively slow.

In the present study we combine two approaches to measure and modulate the redox properties of cyt \(b_{562}\); utilisation of the D50C variant to facilitate defined and direct binding to a single gold electrode,\(^7\) which in turn allows direct investigation of the effect of metal ion replacement through facile co-factor exchange. As \(b\)-type cytochromes bind heme non-covalently via axial ligands, heme can be easily removed and replaced by other porphyrins with the metal centre substituted with redox active copper protoporphyrin IX (Cu-PP) and photoactivatable zinc protoporphyrin IX (Zn-PP) (Fig. 1(b)). The use of the cyt \(b_{562}\) D50C variant will allow cyclic voltammetric methods based on well defined atomically planar single-crystal electrodes to be used.

Cyt \(b_{562}\) was generated to high purity and homogeneity (Fig. S1, ESI†). Binding of Zn-PP and Cu-PP to cyt \(b_{562}\) D50C monitored by UV-Vis spectroscopy resulted in markedly different spectral characteristics compared to the heme bound form (Fig. 1(c)). A significant red shift (\(\approx 36\) nm) and a narrower bandwidth were observed for both the Zn-PP and Cu-PP Soret Band on addition to apo-cyt \(b_{562}\), which can be interpreted as incorporation of the PPs into the protein (Fig. S2 and S3, ESI†). Far UV circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy further indicates that Cu-PP and Zn-PP bind in a similar fashion to heme (Fig. S4, ESI†). Apo-cyt \(b_{562}\) is only partially folded and heme binding within the active pocket of the protein results in a structural transition towards stable formation of the helical bundle structure (Fig. 1(a)).\(^8\) The increase in helical signatures ( troughs at 208 and 222 nm) in the CD spectra of cyt \(b_{562}\) D50C associated with heme binding are observed in the presence of either Cu-PP or Zn-PP. The virtually identical CD spectra of cyt \(b_{562}\) reconstituted with heme, Cu-PP or Zn-PP further support that the protein scaffold and co-factor binding mode remains intact on metal substitution.

The Soret band in all holo-protein forms was observed together with the \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) bands (Fig. 1(c)). Cyt \(b_{562}\)-Zn-PP has peaks at 431 nm (Soret band), 558 nm (\(\beta\)-band) and 592 nm (\(\alpha\)-band) and a broad shoulder at 360 nm. The spectra of the D50C cyt \(b_{562}\) reconstructed with Cu-PP shows peaks at 414 nm (Soret band), 537 nm (\(\beta\)-band) and 579 nm (\(\alpha\)-band) and a shoulder at 350 nm. The holo-cyt \(b_{562}\) (with heme bound) shows an intense Soret band at 427 nm.\(^9,12\) Changes in the axial ligand coordination of the cyt \(b_{562}\)’s Met7 and His102 amino acids to the Zn-PP and Cu-PP might account for the shift of the Soret band towards higher (Zn-PP) and lower (Cu-PP) wavelengths in comparison to the heme-cyt \(b_{562}\). In particular the Soret peak of the cyt \(b_{562}\)-Cu-PP at 414 nm suggests a 5-coordinated Cu-PP complex\(^3\) and the ratio \(e_\alpha/e_\beta > 1\) is evidence of coordination of the Cu-PP to a nitrogen acceptor.\(^4\)

An established spectroscopic approach\(^15\) was used to measure the affinity of cyt \(b_{562}\) (\(K_d\)) for each of the PPs by measuring the increase in Soret band absorbance on addition of PP. Both the Cu-PP and Zn-PP titrations indicated that approximately one molecule of apo-protein binds with one PP molecule (Fig. S5 and S6, ESI†). The \(K_d\) values of Zn-PP and Cu-PP for cyt \(b_{562}\) were 500 \(\pm 80\) nM and 100 \(\pm 30\) nM, respectively. These values are at least one order of magnitude higher than the \(K_d\) values calculated for the oxidised heme- apo-cyt \(b_{562}\) complex,\(^9,12\) indicating that the affinity for Cu-PP and Zn-PP is lower but still relatively high in biological terms.

The redox properties of high purity cyt \(b_{562}\) reconstructed with the redox inactive Zn-PP or redox active Cu-PP (Fig. S1, ESI†) were investigated by cyclic voltammetry. Holo-protein was adsorbed in a defined manner onto the Au(111) surface via the thiol group introduced at residue 50.\(^7\) The Cu-PP cyt \(b_{562}\) displayed stable and reversible electrochemical characteristics in keeping with cycling between the Cu\(^+\) and Cu\(^{2+}\) states. Direct electron transfer was consistently detected by normal cyclic voltammetry, indicating effective electronic coupling between the Cu-PP center and the electrode. Fig. 2(a) shows an example of the reversible cyclic voltammogram recorded for this system. A pair of well-defined redox peaks was observed with a formal redox potential (\(E^{0}\)) of 205 \(\pm 5\) mV vs. SCE. Cathodic and anodic peaks are not completely symmetric, suggesting that the protein does not retain its original conformation or surface orientation upon copper oxidation, or more likely that the coordination of the Cu-PP with the protein’s active site changes upon its oxidation. It is noticeable that the redox potential is significantly different from that for the Cu-PP alone measured in homogeneous solution state (50 \(\pm 2\) mV vs. SCE; Fig. S7, ESI†). This observation is a clear indication that despite not being the cytochrome’s native cofactor, the poly-peptide scaffold plays a crucial role in the redox chemistry of Cu-PP making it a much stronger oxidising agent and might be viewed as a facilitator of electron transfer between the redox center and the electrode. The substitution of the central metal has also a major effect on the redox potential of the cyt \(b_{562}\), shifting it positively by ca. 300 mV compared to heme-cyt \(b_{562}\). This difference could be rooted in the axial binding of the electronically “soft” His102 (and perhaps Met7) ligand(s) favouring the low oxidation of copper.\(^8\) This change is significantly
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larger than has been achieved solely through protein mutagenesis\(^{16}\) and shifts the reduction potential to a higher rather than lower value with respect to the heme-bound cyt \(b_{562}\) form.\(^{11}\)

The cathodic and anodic peak currents obtained from cyclic voltammograms depend linearly on the scan rate up to 1.5 V s\(^{-1}\) (Fig. 3(a)) suggesting that the electron transfer process is controlled by the surface process (i.e. diffusionless system) and that the proteins are strongly adsorbed onto the electrode. The surface coverage calculated from the slope of the linear fitting of the peak current density against scan rate data (\((1.1 \pm 0.8) \times 10^{12}\) molecules per cm\(^2\)) indicates an almost full monolayer coverage of the Au(111) surface with electroactive proteins.

The electron transfer rate constant was evaluated from the observed redox peak current separation variation with the sweep rates in the range 12–22 V s\(^{-1}\) according to Laviron’s method (Fig. S8, ESI).\(^{17}\) The rate of electron transfer (14 ± 2 s\(^{-1}\)) obtained is close to the one determined for the heme-cyt \(b_{562}\) (44 ± 11 s\(^{-1}\)).\(^{8}\) Thus, the substitution of Cu-PP enhances the oxidizing ability of the cyt \(b_{562}\), but retains ET efficiency despite apparent changes in axial ligand coordination. The small difference in ET rate between the Cu-PP and the heme substituted cyt \(b_{562}\) could be ascribed to the different polarization of the redox binding pocket that affects the reorganization energy of the proteins, the dominating parameter controlling the ET rate.

No redox activity was measured for the Zn PP-cyt \(b_{562}\) (Fig. 2(b)) demonstrating that the presence of the redox metal centre (Fe or Cu) is crucial in the protein’s electron transfer characteristics. The capacitive background current of the heme-cyt \(b_{562}\) system indicating that the protein’s hydrophobic residues are not exposed to the supporting electrolyte. This result, in conjunction with the measured UV-Vis and CD spectra (Fig. 1(c)), supports that the cytochrome maintains its folded tertiary structure when reconstructed with the Zn-PP.

We have shown that the metal centre engineering achieved by protoporphyrin IX replacement can alter the electronic properties of cyt \(b_{562}\). Cyt \(b_{562}\) is thus a good acceptor and modulator of different metal centre protoporphyrins thus potentially expanding its capacity to sample a range of metal centres and properties. While Zn-PP renders cyt \(b_{562}\) electrochemically inert, changing the iron center to copper shifts the redox potential positively by 300 mV, while preserving the native holo-protein structure and its electron transfer properties. This change is higher than that currently achieved through traditional protein engineering. The protein itself shifts the redox potential of Cu-PP by 150 mV. It is also likely that replacing Fe with Cu goes beyond simply changing the redox potential but also the electron transfer mechanism. Engineering the metal centre therefore provides a new route to altering and tuning the redox and electron transfer characteristics of metalloproteins such as cyt \(b_{562}\).
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